Metafloki
Meme, Meta, All in one.

Whitepaper

INTRODUCTION.
Launching in February 2022, Meta Floki is
set to be the fastest-growing
cryptocurrency on the BSC network. Meta
Floki's goal is to bring wealth to the average
person while also creating value with
products such as play to earn games and
DAOs. Meta Floki is fully decentralized and
is on a mission to bring awareness towards
actively promoting and encouraging the
funding of charities for homeless and stray
dogs.

DISCLAIMER.
The information shared in this whitepaper is not all-encompassing or comprehensive
and does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a
contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this whitepaper is to provide
potential holders with pertinent information in order for them to thoroughly analyze
the project and make an informed decision. Prior to your participation in Meta Floki,
we strongly advocate a careful study of this whitepaper. Certain statements,
estimates and financial information featured in this whitepaper are based on and
take into consideration certain known and unknown contingencies and risks which
may cause the estimated results or may differ factually and substanially from
featured statements or results extrapolated or expressed in such forward looking
Statements here-with.
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ABSTRACT
Meme? Meta?....All in one...........
META FLOKI was created in February 2022 with
the goal of being a decentralized meme project
with true purpose. METAFLOKI’s goal is to make
cryptocurrency adoption mainstream. Unlike
older, comparable projects, METAFLOKI will
introduce holders to next-gen concepts such
as NFTs, play to earn games, decentralized
exchanges and real life charity drives.
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values
Trust
In the cryptocurrency market trust is paramount. That
means full transparency not only in the community and
development but also in security efforts. MetaFloki is an
un-ruggable token with a locked Liquidity Pool.

Transparency
MetaFloki is decentralized and supported by its
community of enthusiasts. We encourage open
communication and believe trust, transparency, and
community are the 3 pillars to building longevity.

Community
MetaFloki will one of the fastest-growing communities in
the crypto market and we believe that unity is power.
Community is everything and we strives to include
everyone from around the globe.
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$metafloki
What is MetaFloki coin?
$METAFLOKI is a BEP-20 token launched on the Binance
smartchain network.
The max supply is 10 quadrillion and key functionality is its
built-in redistribution mechanism. For everytransaction
(buy or sell), 3% is sent to existing $METAFLOKI holders
as a reward.
That means their wallets increase automatically over time.
5% is added to liquidity as well for every transaction (buy
or sell) while 2% is sent to the charity wallet.

Why BSC?
Many tokens rely on the Ethereum blockchain to be
exchanged (ERC20 TOKENS). This has saturated the
ethereum blockchain and has caused an exponential rise
in gas fees. This is a particular problem for small investors
who many times see the gas fees equalling or surpassing
their initial investment. MetaFloki decided to take a
different approach by using the binance blockchain
(BEP20 TOKEN), the bnb network has incredibly low gas
fees often just a few cents which is beneficial for investors
of any size or scale.
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ecosystem
According to our roadmap, we will be rolling out next-gen
products that will help build the MetaFloki EcoSystem.

MetaFloki NFTs
10,000 unique dog collectibles with references
from pop culture, anime, games, memes, movies,
and more.

MetaFloki Swap
We will be lauching our very own fully
decentralized exchange with cross-chain support
for tokens such as ETH, SOL and FANTOM

MetaFloki Swag
Collaborating with shopify and creating our very
own merchs for our community with the support
of social media influencers.
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tokenomics
$METAFLOKI employs 3 simple functions: Reflection + LP
acquisition + marketing. In each trade, the transaction is
charged a 10% fee, which is split in 3 ways.

5%

5% is sent to the locked liquidity pool.

3%

3% is redistributed to all existing

2%

2% of each transaction is sent to the

holders.

designated marketing wallet.
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roadmap
Phase

1

Conceptualization of MetaFloki.
,

LaunchWebsite & Socials(Reddit,Discord
Telegram & Twitter).
Initial marketing push
5000 Organic Telegram Members and social
media publicity.

Phase

2

Development & Pre-sale.
Listing on Coinsniper & Coinhunt.
Influencer Marketing Push.
Get tracked By livecoinwatch, poocoin,
Bogged finance & Nomics.
Coinmarketcap and Coingecko fastrack.
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roadmap
Phase

3

Get audited.
10,000 holders.
Build Social media Presence i.e expand the
community.
MetaFloki merch: our branded merchandise.
Collaborate with top social media influencers.

Phase

4

MetaFloki NFT release.
Play-to-earn game beta release.
MetaFloki Swap.
First Paw charity donation.
MetaFloki DAO governance.
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1

to infinity
and
beyond

1
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